
EMCs’ goal is to develop the safest and most competent response by providing quality planning and training. We do not use boiler plate plans nor do we 
teach canned courses. We customize courses to your area or industry. We enhance all our courses with information from our experience and research.  

Telephone (661)303-0362 Fax (661)536-0027 email: p.shreffler@outlook.com 

                 

Emergency Management Consultants, NWCG, NIIMS, SFM & CSTI Qualified Instructors. 

"When quality and experience matter” 
 

CA-219 Wildland Firefighting Firing Operations 
Classroom May14 & 15, & Burn June 4 & 5, 2022 

Presented by EMC & Montezuma  
   

This is an opportunity to take CA-219 from the cadre who developed the course for OES and SFT. The cadre 

consists of experienced IMT members who have been FIRBs and RX Burn Bosses.  

 

Ca-219 was developed as a California course to replace S-219 due to the fact S-219 was created to instruct 

experienced firing personnel on planning firing operations and does not actually instruct students how to 

conduct firing operations. CA-219 exceeds equivalency requirements from NWCG for S-219 for all 

qualifications requiring S-219. CA-219 contains additional instruction on fire behavior relevant to planning 

firing operation and 16 hours of practical live fire training on all of the standard firing techniques and live fire 

experience on supervising firing operations.  

  

The class also has 4 positions open as Instructor trainees. Prerequisites for CA-219 Instructor is DIVS or Burn 

Boss, SFT Instructor qualified and FIRB experience.  Contact us about those positions. Instructor trainees will 

receive all course instructor materials and participate in all classroom and live burn exercises in a train the 

trainer capacity.    

 

SFT CA-219 has a SFT Firing Task Book ensuring to your department you demonstrated the ability to perform 

all standard firing techniques before certification. During the two days of live fire operations, you will gain live 

fire experience performing the techniques in the task book while serving on firing team conducting and holding 

firing operations. On the 4th day of class, you will rotate into the position of FIRB where you will plan and 

supervise a firing operation. You will be required to perform hotline holding actions using hand tools and back 

pumps. If this class fills there will be a second-class May 31-June 3, 2022. 

  
Class Prerequisites for CA-219 Students: Basic Wildland Firefighter, Instructor Led S-290 Certificate 
and Arduous Fitness Level (you will be hiking in hilly terrain and doing lots of firing & firefighting) 
 
Instructor Trainee Prerequisites; SFT Instructor qualified, DIVS or qualified Burn Boss. 
 
Date, Time and Locations: Classroom sessions May 14-15, 0830-1730  
 Montezuma PPD 

21 N 4th Street 
Rio Vista, CA 94571 

 
  Burn sessions June 4-5, 0830-1730 Times may be adjusted due to weather. 
  Montezuma Hills, Rio Vista  
 
Course Tuition: $800 
 Registration: To enroll, please contact: EMC at  p.shreffler@outlook.com or 661.303.0362   

 EMC LLC 
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